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P

hysician interest in tactical medicine as an area of
professional practice has grown significantly over the
past decade. The prevalence of physician involvement
in terms of medical oversight and operational support
of civilian tactical medicine has experienced tremendous
growth during this timeframe. Factors contributing to
this trend are multifactorial and include enhanced law
enforcement agency understanding of the role of the tactical physician, support for the engagement of qualified
medical oversight, increasing numbers of physicians formally trained in tactical medicine, and the ongoing escalation of intentional mass-casualty incidents worldwide.
Continued vigilance for the sustenance of adequate and
appropriate graduate medical education resources for
physicians seeking training in the comprehensive aspects
of tactical medicine is essential to ensure continued advancement of the quality of casualty care in the civilian
high-threat environment.
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Background
The emergence of the tactically trained law enforcement
medical provider domestically is a relatively recent phenomenon.1–5 As tactical medical providers become an
increasingly familiar concept across the United States,
adherence to sound principals of prehospital and outof-hospital emergency care in this country mandates
the meaningful involvement of qualified physician level
medical oversight.6–11 Despite this, physician education
in tactical medicine has been a heterogeneous experience in the United States, subject to great variability and
insufficient standardization. Basic technical training
for medical providers in the operational considerations
of the law enforcement tactical environment has been
successfully delivered through multiple standalone platforms.12–14 Commercial opportunities of this nature continue to emerge with some regularity, though training

durations are usually brief and often emphasize the
hands-on aspects of tactical medicine.
Formal physician subspecialty training at the graduate
medical education level is an endeavor of enormous proportion and delivered through fellowship programs at
hospitals and medical schools affiliated with accredited
institutions of higher education. Physicians who undergo advanced training at this level have finished medical school, completed a residency program in a given
specialty and demonstrate the additional commitment
to subspecialty fellowship training of one or more years
in duration. The highest caliber of subspecialty medical
education in this country occurs at this level under the
auspices of formal academic fellowships.
The desire to attain graduate medical education level
training in tactical medicine by physicians strictly seeking
personal involvement in this practice arena remains an individualized decision. It is possible to accumulate the basic
clinical content and technical skills required to perform as
a tactical physician, typically with a single law enforcement team, through a compendium of ad hoc training
endeavors and brief courses. However, tactical medicine
at the highest level is a constantly evolving and highly
dynamic mission with many dimensions all experiencing
tremendous growth and expansion. Beyond active operational practice, the scope of tactical medicine in the context
of the magnitude of ongoing global threats will continue
to require qualified physician medical oversight capable
of shaping public policy, defining sound provider scopes
of practice and guiding law enforcement and homeland
security agency approaches to high-threat casualty care.

Subspecialty Certification in EMS and
Accreditation of Fellowships
Historically, subspecialty board certification in emergency medicine has been relegated largely to clinically
based disciplines to include pediatric emergency medicine, critical care, toxicology, and hospice/palliative care.
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Two notable exceptions include undersea/hyperbaric
medicine and sports medicine, though arguably the clinical aspects of those subspecialties still largely involve
patient care occurring in predominantly conventional
settings. A major advance in the recognition of operational medicine occurred in September of 2010, when
the American Board of Emergency Medicine (ABEM)
recognized professional practice in emergency medical
services (EMS) as eligible for subspecialty certification.
This decision by ABEM followed an Institute of Medicine
report in 2006, Emergency Medical Services at the Crossroads, which included recommendation for the creation
of subspecialty certification in EMS.15 While recognizing
established clinical practice in this arena, a standardized
educational pathway towards EMS subspecialty board
certification was next to be defined. Previous to this, fellowship training in EMS across the country represented
widely varying curricula providing education in diverse
areas of prehospital care and often with focus on particular content areas based on local expertise.
The next milestone occurred in February 2013, when
the first EMS fellowships were accredited by the Accreditation Council for Graduate Medical Education (ACGME). Today, EMS fellowship programs accredited by
the ACGME achieve the highest recognition available
for physician subspecialty graduate medical education.
For academic institutions that have demonstrated the
longitudinal commitment to this level of physician education, ACGME accreditation represents a prestigious
accomplishment.

Impact of ACGME Accreditation
Aside from the accreditation process, which can itself be
a monumental task requiring substantial commitment of
individual institutional resources, ACGME recognition
has not come without an unanticipated cost to tactical
medicine education. Previously, formal physician subspecialty education in tactical medicine had occurred
most often under the auspices of EMS fellowships. With
a few notable exceptions academic institutions have
not possessed the faculty expertise, available field operational experiences and formal affiliations with law
enforcement agencies sufficient to sustain dedicated fellowships in tactical medicine. Further, centers with longstanding EMS fellowships more often had the requisite
educational resources and academic infrastructure sufficient to develop and integrate emerging tactical medicine content if desired.
Programmatic accreditation by the ACGME has changed
the landscape for those premier EMS fellowships that
have achieved this laudable recognition. Fastidious adherence to standardized EMS educational content is the
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cornerstone of ACGME accreditation.16,17 The previous
widespread potential for local variations in fellowship
curriculum, often driven by specific institutional capabilities or opportunities, has functionally been eliminated
for the merits of standardization. Under the auspices of
the ACGME, regardless of the potential for expanded
or advanced institutional opportunities within a given
academic program, core EMS fellowship training must
be completed within one academic year. The time often
required for fellowship trainees to develop personalized
roles or advance expertise in sub-areas of specific interest within EMS is significantly curtailed. Finally, maintenance of accreditation requires intensive reporting of
detailed compliance metrics and evaluative performance
milestones within a strict framework of an EMS curriculum that effectively minimize opportunities for
supplemental or advanced experiences, including those
surrounding tactical medicine.
Strictly considered in the context of developing physician expertise in tactical medicine within the educational rubric of EMS fellowships, the advent of ACGME
accreditation has presented a new and unforeseen challenge. Moving forward, EMS fellowship programs with
a historical emphasis on tactical medicine may soon find
themselves at a philosophical and logistical crossroads.
While a fundamental understanding of EMS principles
is essential to a tactical physician, the field of tactical
medicine may necessarily be considered an independent
but overlapping practice from EMS. For those who do
not specifically seek EMS subspecialty training, a standalone tactical medicine fellowship model that includes
only select EMS content may be the most appropriate
educational pathway.

Tactical Medicine Fellowships
Beyond satisfying the training requirements to foster
safe and effective individual physician practices in tactical medicine, the academic educational mission maintains a broader perspective. Graduate medical education
considers the sustainability of the subspecialty as an objective of equal magnitude. Fellowship programs seek
to develop not only individual practitioners but rather
future educators, mentors, and leaders. Tactical medicine finds itself in such familiar territory now. With the
newly identified limitations within EMS fellowship programs for meaningful physician education in tactical
medicine, other options must be actively identified and
encouraged to develop appropriate training programs.
Dedicated tactical medicine fellowships would appear to represent a logical solution and have started to
emerge.18,19 However, as already described, for potential tactical medicine fellowships the essential administrative, educational, and operational elements can be
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uniquely difficult to develop and maintain amongst the
majority of civilian academic medical institutions. Successful programs must be able to support fellowship faculty with specific expertise in tactical medicine, establish
and maintain formal relationships with bona fide law
enforcement agencies and consistently provide diverse
operational experiences of sufficient scale at the local,
regional, national, and international levels to potential
trainees. Tactical medicine fellowships maintain an inherent collaboration with law enforcement agencies that
are often subjected to shifting political environments,
dynamic organizational structures, and inconsistent
funding. For all these reasons, it is likely that the number of dedicated tactical medicine fellowships in the
United States will remain small.
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Future Directions
The multidimensional challenges of tactical medicine
have drawn some of the most talented leaders in academic, clinical, and operational medicine toward this
practice. Tactical physicians maintain a level of critical operational readiness for incident responses while
balancing complex clinical, academic, and administrative responsibilities. Further, tactical medicine experts
have engaged in national efforts to translate lessons
learned from tactical and operational medicine with an
all-hazards approach that have benefitted public safety
response agencies worldwide.20,21 Similar focus and efforts must be directed toward educating and preparing
the next generation of tactical physicians for the global
threats that continue to emerge.
Dedicated tactical medicine fellowships may represent
one approach to the continued development of this unique
academic specialty, though the number of such programs
across the United States is likely to remain small for the
foreseeable future. Academic consortiums satisfying the
myriad of elements required to provide graduate medical education in tactical medicine may lessen the burden
for individual centers. However, care must still be exercised so that the educational capacity this may generate
does not have a dilutional effect on critical experiences
for individual trainees. Finally, law enforcement agencies
themselves may be called upon in the future to participate
more proactively in the formal training and preparation
of operational physician leaders qualified to direct emerging public safety policies and practices.
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Association of Police Officer
Paramedics of the United States

The mission of the APOPUS is to advocate for crosstrained police officer EMT/paramedics across the
United States. Our advocacy exists in two broad
areas. The first is in securing discounted training and
education, travel, equipment and supplies, exhibitions,
competitions and certifications. The second is to foster
professional discourse and communication between
our members by recommending pertinent professional
journals and articles as well as high-quality initial and
sustainment training centers. In doing so, the APOPUS
seeks ultimately to advance both the recognition and
career opportunities of our members in the United
States and abroad.
www.apopus.com
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